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Nonnegative solutions of a general reaction-diffusion model with convection are
known to be unique if the reaction, convection, and diffusion terms are all
Lipschitz continuous with respect to their dependence on the solution variable.
However, it is also known that such a Lipschitz condition is not necessary for the
unique solvability of the model if either convection or reaction is not present. We
introduce monotonicity conditions which, when imposed on the reaction and
convection, are sufficient for the uniqueness of all nonnegative solutions of the
general model. Consideration of the model where reaction, diffusion, and convec-
tion are governed by power laws also reveals the extent to which these conditions
are necessary.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to establish a uniqueness and comparison theory
for the reaction-diffusion-convection model
 
u   x , t , u    G x , t , u  f x , t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .t
on   0, TŽ .TRDCŽ .
u  on Ž . T
 4u u on  00
and to investigate the necessity of conditions imposed in this theory. Here,
 RN is a bounded domain with a ‘‘smooth’’ boundary, , and, as we
consider only nonnegative solutions,  and u are nonnegative, L	 func-0
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tions on their respective domains. One of the motivating factors for the
present study is the classical uniqueness result for ordinary differential
Ž . Ž . Ž .equations, y
 t  f t, y . It is well known that local Lipschitz continuity
of f in y is sufficient for unique solvability of the initial value problem.
Ž . pMoreover, in the case of power laws, f t, y  ay , such a condition is also
Ž . Žnecessary. On the other hand, for the non-convective version of RDC G
.   0 , the same sort of Lipschitz condition on f in u is overly restrictive 1 .
We introduce a replacement for Lipschitz continuity and show the extent
to which this is necessary in the case of a power law model.
Ž .The local existence of solutions of RDC , in an appropriately weakened
 sense, is known under the following assumptions 2 .
   Ž .I , ,  ,  G, f as well as the components of G and  aret
 . Žall continuous on   0,	 . Here, and throughout this work, theT 
gradient and Laplacian operators,  and , respectively, are taken with
.respect to the x variables only.
Ž .II  , f , and the components of G are all continuous on  u u u T
Ž .0,	 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .  Ž .III   0 on   0,	 , and  x, t, 0  G x, t, 0 f x, t, 0u T
 0.
Ž . 	Ž . 	ŽŽ . .IV u  L  , u 	 0;  L  , 	 0.0 0 T
1Ž .  Ž Ž .. V  can be extended to all of  such that  ,  ,  ,  ,L Ž .T t T
2  Ž Ž ..   ,  ,  ,   	.L Ž .T
Ž . Ž .Under these assumptions, a maximal solution of RDC , U x, t 
Ž .U x, t; u ,  may be constructed. In order to establish the unique solv-0 0
Ž .ability of RDC , we impose monotonicity conditions on the reaction, f ,
 Žand convection, G. These are stated in a form similar to Lipschitz
.continuity for later convenience.
Ž .HR REACTION HYPOTHESIS. Given M	 0, there exist constants

C , D 	 0 and a constant vector B such thatM M M
  
f x , t , u 
 f x , t ,   B  G x , t , u 
G x , t , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M
 C  x , t , u 
  x , t ,  D u
Ž . Ž . Ž .M M
Ž . Žfor all x, t  , 0  uM. Without loss of generality, we mayT
.assume C , D are monotone increasing in M.M M
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Ž .HC CONVECTION HYPOTHESIS. Given M	 0, there exist constant
 vectors  ,  	 0 such thatM M
  G x , t , u 
G x , t , Ž . Ž .
   B  C 	 0  x , t , u 
  x , t , uŽ . Ž .M M M
  u
Ž .M
Ž . Žfor all x, t  , 0  uM. Without loss of generality, we mayT   .assume each component of  ,  is monotone increasing in M.M M
 Ž .In stating HC , inequalities between vectors, such as  	 0, are to beM 
 understood in a componentwise manner. Observe that if B 0 andM
Ž .C  0, HC is automatically satisfied. Hence, in light of the parabolicityM
Ž .assumption,   0 for u 0, HC truly becomes an extra hypothesis, inu
Ž . Ž .addition to HR , only when applied to RDC with both effects of
reaction and diffusion present. Furthermore, in the case that f is locally

  Ž .Lipschitz continuous in u, we may choose C  B 0. So, again, HCM M
Ž . Ž .is automatically satisfied. Of course, HR and HC are really just saying
   that f
 B  G
 C 
D u is a decreasing function of u 0, M ,M M M  Ž .  and G    u is increasing componentwise in u 0, M . Via theM M
Ž .substitution x 
x , 1 iN, it is clear that one or more of thei i  Ž . Ž .inequalities in HC may be replaced with ‘‘ G
  
  u is decreas-M M i
  Ž .ing in u 0, M .’’ Here denotes the ith component of the vector.i
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1.1 Uniqueness for RDC . Let  be an arcwise connected
3 N Ž .domain with C boundary. Choose L 0 so that Ł 
L, L , andi1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assume I  V , HR , HC are all satisfied with
 1 M0kmax 0, max B  M0½ 5ž /2 2 L1iN i
Ž Ž . Ž .for some M  0. Let  0, 4L be selected so that k tan  2 L  .0
Ž Ž . .If k 0, let   4L . Assume that by choosing M smaller, if neces-0
sary,
 2  M02C N    B  .M M M0 0 0 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .If u u ,  ; u ,  is a weak solution of RDC , then uU ,  ; u ,  .0 0
m n n n1 2 NŽ . ² :For the power law version of RDC ,  u , G  u , u , . . . , u ,
f au p, with m, n , . . . , n , p 0, note that Theorem 1.1 applies exactly1 N
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 4 Ž . Ž .2when a 0 or p	min m, n , . . . , n , 1 with i aN 4L in case1 N
 4 Ž .a 0 and pmmin m, n , . . . , n , 1  1, ii 2 aL  in case a 01 N
 4 Žand p n min m, n , . . . , n , 1  1, for some 1 jN. Withoutj 1 N
. Ž . Ž . Ž .loss of generality, we will assume 	 0. In fact, I  III and HC are
automatically satisfied for all power laws. We find that, except for the fact
Ž . Ž .that the inequalities in i  ii involving a and  turn out to be overly
restrictive, these conditions on the powers are also necessary for unique
solvability of the model.
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1.2 Nonuniqueness for the Power Law Model RDC . If
 4a 0 and pmin m, n , . . . , n , 1 , then the triial solution of the power1 N
Ž .law model for RDC is not unique.
To investigate conditions on a and  which are necessary and sufficient
for unique solvability in the remaining situations a  0, p 
 4min m, n , . . . , n , 1  1, we continue the analysis in one dimension1 M
Ž . Ž .N 1 with  
R, R and establish three quite different results.
Ž . Ž .1 If p n m, then RDC is uniquely solvable for all u , 1 0
without restriction on a.
Ž . Ž .2 If p n m, then RDC is uniquely solvable for all u ,  iff1 0
2 2 
a  .ž /4 2 R
Ž . Ž .3 In the case pm n , then RDC is uniquely solvable for all1
 2Ž .u ,  if a . On the other hand, the trivial solution is not unique if0 2 R
 2Ž .a . Currently, the uniqueness of solutions has not been decided in2 R
 2Ž .the situation a unless  0.2 R
In the following section, we provide a discussion of previous results on
Ž .the unique solvability of RDC and the degree to which Theorem 1.1
Ž .contains these. In Section 3, we define the notion of a weak local solution
Ž .  of RDC and review the construction of such solutions, as in 2 . The
constructed solution is maximal in the sense that it is greater than any
other weak solution having the same initialDirichlet data. This is key to
our development of uniqueness and, in fact, bears some similarity to
 arguments used by Gilding 7 .
Ž .In Section 4, we state and prove the uniqueness result for RDC .
A crucial step in the proof is to control the behavior of weak solutions
near the boundary. Rather than enlist the continuity of solutions at the
2Ž .boundary, as done by Gilding, we use estimates involving the L T
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
 Ž .  Žnorm of  ,  , u . This is to be contrasted with estimates of

2 Ž Ž ..max  , t, u , t which would imply continuity on . WeL Ž .0 tT
.do not obtain such estimates here.
The results regarding nonuniqueness of the trivial solution are collected
Ž .in Section 5. Here, the key fact used is that the maximal solution of RDC
satisfies a subsolution comparison principle, even in the absence of a
uniqueness theory. Thus, our work centers on the construction of nontriv-
ial subsolutions with  0, u  0.0
Ž .2. UNIQUENESS THEORIES FOR RDC MODELS
Ž .Previous studies of the unique solvability of RDC have been largely
directed at the model under one of the following three simplifying assump-
 Ž . Ž . Ž .tions: i no convection, i.e., G 0; ii no reaction, i.e., f 0; or iii an
Ž .absorptive model, i.e., uf ,  , u  0. Results for the reaction-diffusion
 Ž .case of RDC with G 0 either enlist the Lipschitz continuity of f in u
   3, 4 , or an absorption condition required of f 9, 10 for establishing
unique solvability of the model. The reaction-diffusion model is, in fact,
uniquely solvable for absorptive cases of f which do not satisfy the
Lipschitz condition. Hence, in building a general theory for the unique
solvability of the reaction diffusion model, Lipschitz continuity is overly
restrictive.
Ž .Recently, the weakened Lipschitz condition, HR has been employed
 Ž .with B  0 , and such a condition, in the case power laws, is necessaryM
 and sufficient for the unique solvability of the reaction-diffusion model 1 .
 m pŽ . Ž . Ž .In that work, RDC , with  u  u , G 0, f u  au , and m, p 0,
 4 Žis shown to be uniquely solvable iff p	min m, 1 with a  in case0
.pm 1 where   0 is a known constant . Under the consideration of0
nonnegative solutions only, this, in some sense, parallels the state of
knowledge regarding the uniqueness of solutions of first order differential
equations.
In the absence of reaction, f 0, uniqueness results for this reaction-
Ž .convection form of RDC have been conducted for the cases of homoge-
 Ž . Ž .neous, time independent nonlinearities,   u and GG u . In one
Ž .space dimension N 1 early uniqueness results required the conditions
Ž . Ž .2 Ž .   that , G are differentiable in u and G
 O 
 as u 0 8, 13 .
ŽHere, we drop the vector notation on G while discussing the model in one
.dimension. Both of these conditions were subsequently shown to be
Ž .unnecessary and have been replaced with 1  and G locally Holder
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .continuous for u 0 along with either 2a u u and u
 u G
 u are
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .in L 0,  for any  0 or 2b   is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on
     0, T 7 . See also 5 . The significance of these latest results is that the
reaction-convection model in one dimension is indeed uniquely solvable
Ž . m Ž . nfor all power laws  u  u , G u  u , with m, n 0. In more than
one dimension, known uniqueness results again revert back to requiring
Ž . Ž . Ž . that  u and G u both be continuously differentiable even at u 0 2,
10 , thus placing overly restrictive conditions on the allowable powers. In
Ž .fact, these two references address the full model RDC in the presence of
both reaction and diffusion. However, the results require that f be
   absorptive 10 or Lipschitz continuous 2 . For a variational form of
diffusion and convection dependence, there is yet another result on unique
 solvability of the model 11 . However, in this result, f is yet again required
to be Lipschitz.
Ž .In developing a uniqueness theory for RDC , it is quite clear, then, that
the condition of Lipschitz continuity is overly restrictive. The above hy-
Ž .pothesis HR provides a somewhat satisfactory replacement in the sense
that it is a direct generalization of the condition known to be suitable for
Ž .the reaction-diffusion model. As for the additional hypothesis HC , it is
automatically satisfied in the absence of either reaction or convection,
Ž . Ž .thus, replacing the need for conditions 1 and 2a discussed above for the
Ž .reaction-convection model. Furthermore, assumption V can be seen to
Ž .generalize 2b to a model in any number of space dimensions. On the
other hand, Gilding’s result for the one-dimensional reaction-convection
Ž .model allowed a uniqueness result even in the absence of 2b . The
uniqueness result herein does not offer a parallel of this for the general
Ž .model RDC in the absence of some smoothness assumed of the Dirichlet
data.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAXIMAL SOLUTION
 The concept of a weak solution we adopt is the same as in 2 , obtained
through simple integration by parts, with one exception. Anticipated above
 2 Ž .  Ž .is the need for  ,  , u to belong to L  . The boundedness of theT2Ž .  Ž . L  norm of  ,  , u is thus additionally required of all solutions.T
Subsequently, we need to assume that the Dirichlet data,  , can be
Ž Ž ..extended to all of  in such a way that the weak derivatives  x, t,  x, t t 2 1 Ž Ž ..  Ž .and  x, t,  x, t belong to L  .T
DEFINITION 3.1. A bounded function u:   R is called a subsolutionT
Ž . Ž .supersolution of RDC on  if the following hold.T
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Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .i u 	 u on  0 and u 	  on  .0 T
Ž .  ii For every t 0, T and every nonnegative ‘‘test function,’’  ,
 2   Ž .having   0 with  ,  ,   L  , we haveŽ . t TT
u x , t dxŽ .H

t   	 u x  x , 0 dx
  x , s,  s   ndS dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H HH0 x
 0 
t  
 u  
G   f dx ds.HH ½ 5s
0 
Ž .Here, n denotes the outward pointing unit normal to .
Ž .A function, u, is called a solution of RDC on  if it is both aT
Ž .subsolution and a supersolution of RDC on  , and, in addition,T
 2TŽ .  Ž Ž .. iii H H  x, t, u x, t dx dt 	.0 
Ž . Ž .In order that we may construct such a solution, I  V will always be

assumed of , G, f ,  , and u . Ominous as that list of assumptions may0
appear, it is actually only to quantify the smoothness requirements of ,
 Ž .G, and f , the parabolicity possibly degenerate of the partial differential
equation, and boundedness required of initialDirichlet data. The continu-
Ž . Ž .ity in x and t included in I  II may actually be weakened to mere
	 Ž .boundedness, i.e., inclusion in L . Observe that II allows all positive
power laws in u.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1 Local Existence . Assume I  V are satisfied. For some
Ž . Ž . Ž .T  T u ,  , there exists a solution of RDC on  , u u x, t; u ,  .1 1 0 T 01
 The local existence theorem is essentially proved in 2 , and all that is
Ž .necessary here is to verify iii . In order to do so, we give a brief version of
the construction and highlight the points which will be important to the
present work.
Let u denote the solution ofk
 
u   x , t , u    G x , t , u  f x , t , u 
m kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
in T1RDCŽ .k
u  on Ž . Tk 1
 4u u  k on  0 ,0
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where
 
m k min 0, min    G fŽ . ž /½ 5   0, 2 kT
Ž .  Ž . 4and  x, t max  x, t , k . Then u 	 k and u 	 u for k	 l 0.k k k l
The quantity T  T is selected to allow the estimate u 1 1
    4  max  , u  1 2 . We may thus define	 	0
U lim u ,kk0
Ž . Ž .and it is a simple matter to verify i and ii .
2Ž .  Ž . The L  estimate for  ,  , U is a rather standard procedure.T
We define
u
H x , t , u  h x , t ,  dŽ . Ž .H
o
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .for a function h such that h x, t,  x, t  0 for all x, t   . Nowk T1
   
H x , t , u dx 
h  G  hfH dx ,Ž .H H ½ 5k t t 
and, hence,
tT1 T T   1 1H dx dx h   dx dt 
h  G hfH dx dt .H H H H H ½ 5t
 0  0 t0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Choosing h x, t, u   x, t, u 
  x, t,  x, t , we therefore obtaink
T 1 2  x , t , u dx dtŽ .H H k
0 
tT1 T  1
 H dx   x , t ,    x , t , u dx dtŽ . Ž .H H H k k
 0 t0
T   1 
  x , t , u 
  x , t ,   G hf dx dtŽ . Ž .H H ½ 5k k
0 
u T k1  x , t ,  d 
 u  x , t ,  x , t dx dt .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H t k k½ 5 t0  0

1 2 Ž Ž ..    Ž Ž ..  Given that  x, t,  x, t ,  x, t,  x, t , and u areL Ž . L Ž .t kT T
2   all bounded on  , the estimate of  follows.L Ž .T T1 1
The argument presented above is, strictly speaking, formal in the sense
Ž .that classical solutions of RDC have been assumed. This is madek
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Ž . Ž .rigorous by regularizing RDC , obtaining the estimate for classicalk
solutions of the regularized problems, and invoking standard L2 weak
compactness results.
The key facts we will need regarding maximality and subsolution com-
parison for U are contained in the next theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. If UU x, t; u ,  is the solution of RDC con-0
Ž .structed aboe and u	 0 is a subsolution of RDC on  such that u T1
Ž . Ž .on  with u , 0  u , then uU on  .T 0 T1 1
Proof. The argument follows a technique typically used for proving the
Ž .uniqueness of solutions of RDC under more restrictive hypotheses; e.g.,
  Ž . Ž .see 2, 3 . Subtracting the weak formulations for RDC and RDC , wek
obtain
u




 u   
G   F  dx dsŽ .HH ½ 5k S k k k
0 
t  
  x , s,  
  x , s,    ndS dsŽ . Ž .HH k x
0 
t
m k  dx ds
 k  x , 0 dx ,Ž . Ž .HH H
0  
  Ž . Ž .where u
 u    x, s, u 
  x, s, u and similarly for G , F . Sincek k k k k Ž . Ž .m k  0, as well as   and 
  kn	 0 on  , we havek T1
t  
u
 u  x , t dx   
G   F  dx ds.Ž . Ž .H HH ½ 5k x k k k
 0 
Selecting  appropriately, there follows u u . Finally, k 0 yieldsk
uU.
Ž .4. UNIQUE SOLVABILITY OF RDC
Ž . Ž .Since u ,  ; u ,  U ,  ; u ,  holds for any weak solution of0 0
Ž .RDC , we only need to show that the difference U
 u cannot be strictly
positive in order to prove uniqueness. At this point, we discontinue the
Ž .practice of referring to ‘‘solution of RDC on  ’’ in favor of justT1
Ž .‘‘solution of RDC .’’ Furthermore, as all of our work regards local
solutions, we drop the subscript and take these to be solutions on  . IfT
need be, T can be made smaller in order to allow a step in our proof. But
we will continue to use T to represent the new, smaller value.
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In order to specify the smoothness required of , we first recall that
Ž . 2the local existence theory for RDC assumes  to have a C boundary
 2 . To facilitate the construction of various functions, necessary for our
 proof, we adopt a somewhat stronger hypothesis used in 9 . Namely, we
assume  is arcwise connected with C 3 boundary. Given this smoothness,
 .the function d:  0,	 defined as




   Ž . 4  has d 	   0 on   x  0 d x   9, Lemma 2.2 , and0  002Ž .  d C  9, 12 .0
Subsequently,
3 d xŽ .
1
 1
 , xw x Ž . 1, x 
 3    Ž .satisfies w 0 on , w  d , and w 0 for  0,  with	 0 2 	    d  2 . The L norms here, which are really just maxima of d	 0
 and d , are taken over the set  and, hence, do not depend on  .0
Similarly, the function
1 2D x  
 d xŽ . Ž .20
satisfies
2 
D x  
 d x 
d  0Ž . Ž . Ž .20
 Ž . 4 Ž .  on the set x  d x   . As well, if  0,  satisfies 2 d 	0
 2, then0
2  2 D d 
 
 d x dŽ .½ 520
2
2  	  
  d 4	020
2  20	 ,2 ž /20
i.e., D	 1 on  .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Both functions, w and D, will be used in the proof of the uniqueness
Ž .theorem. For such purpose, the constant  0,  will always be as-0
  2sumed to satisfy 2 d   . In addition to the main uniqueness	 0
theorem, Theorem 1.1, the following comparison result will also be clear
from the work of this section.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, if u u ,  ; u , 0
Ž . Ž . is a subsolution of RDC and   ,  ,  ,  lim  , where  is a0 k 0 k k
Ž .supersolution of RDC , then u  ,   implies u .k 0 0
Due to a heavy reliance on a priori knowledge that U
 u	 0, it does
not appear that our methods allow the proving of a more standard
supersolution comparison result. Note that the somewhat elaborate condi-
 tions on C , B ,  imposed are satisfied if, for example,M M M
    lim C  B    0.ž /M M M
M0
To prove the uniqueness result, we let u denote the solution ofk
Ž . Ž . Ž .RDC . Subtracting weak formulations for RDC , RDC , similar to ourk k
previous work but here in reversed order, we obtain
u 
 u x , t  x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H k

t
  x , s, u 




 G x , s, u 
G x , s, u   dx dsŽ . Ž . 5k
t
 f x , s, u 
 f x , s, u 
m k  dx ds 4Ž . Ž . Ž .HH k
0 
t  
  x , s,  
  x , s,    ndS ds k  x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .HH Hk x
0  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for  x, t   x . Let  x  w x z x , where w x is as constructed
above, and
 N  xM0z x  exp 
 sin  x  LŽ . Ž .Ł iž /2 i1
 
    Ž .whenever B  C  0. In case B C  0, we simply choose z xM M M M
 1.
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Observe that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 assert the ‘‘smallness’’ of
 C , B ,  , but it is not clear that these constants will occur in estimat-M M M0 0 0
Ž . Ž .ing f x, s, u 
 f x, s, u . While it is known that u u M for somek k
Ž     .M 0 depending on  , u , it need not generally be the case that	 	0
MM . In order to proceed, we first note that any one of three possibili-0
ties may occur: u u M , uM  u , or M  u u . If uMk 0 0 k 0 k 0
 u , thenk
f x , s, u 
 f x , s, uŽ . Ž .k
 f x , s, u 
 f x , s, M  f x , s, M 
 f x , s, uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 0 0
  
 B  G x , s, u 
G x , s, uŽ . Ž .M k0
   
 B 
 B  G x , s, u 
G x , s, MŽ . Ž .M M k 0ž /0
 C  x , s, u 
  x , s, uŽ . Ž .M k0
 C 
 C  x , s, u 
  x , s, MŽ . Ž .Ž .M M k 00
   D u 
M D M 
 uM k 0 M 00
  
 B  G x , s, u 
G x , s, uŽ . Ž .M k0
ˆ   C  x , s, u 
  x , s, u D u 
 u ,Ž . Ž .M k M k0
where
  ˆ    D 	D  C 
 C max   B 
 B max G .M M M M u M M u0 0      M , M  M , M T 0T 0
In the case, M  u u ,0 k
  
f x , s, u 
 f x , s, u 
 B  G x , s, u 
G x , s, uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k M k0
ˆ  D u 
 uM k
ˆ  D u 
 u  C  x , s, u 
  x , s, uŽ . Ž .M k M k0
ˆif D also satisfiesM
 ˆ      D 	 max f  B max G .M u M u0     M , M   M , MT 0 T 0
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Ž . ŽSimilarly, in the situation uM  u , we also see that HC yields for0 k
  .B  C  0M M0 0
 
G x , s, u 
G x , s, uŽ . Ž .k
 	
  
   x , s, u 
  x , s, MŽ . Ž .ž /m M k 00
  
   x , s, u 
  x , s, u 
  u 
 uŽ . Ž .M k M k0
 ˆ  	
  x , s, u 
  x , s, u 
  u 
 u .Ž . Ž .M k M k0
Here,
  ˆ 	    
  max  .ž /M M M M u0    M , MT 0
The situation M  u u may again be handled as above. Hence, there0 k
is no loss of generality in assuming that the smallness conditions of the
  Žtheorem are satisfied by C , B ,  . Thus, from this point forward,M M M
.MM .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We now utilize HR and  x  w x z x to conclude
u 
 u x , t  x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H k

t
  x , s, u 
  x , s, u z w dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k
0 
t 
 2z  x , s, u 




z G x , s, u 
G x , s, u  w dx dsŽ . Ž . 5k
t    x , s, u 
  x , s, u  z C z w dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k M
0 
t    
 G x , s, u 
G x , s, u  
z B z w dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k M
0 
t t
 D u 
 u zw dx ds
m k zw dx ds k zw dxŽ . Ž .HH HH HM k
0  0  
t  
  x , s, k  zw  ndS ds.Ž . Ž .HH x
0 
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Furthermore, the facts w 0,

 w 0 on   ,
    M
z B z  z B  
  0 on  ,ž /M Mi ž /2 tan  x  LŽ .ii
for 1 iN, and
  z C z
   
z B zM M M
 2  M2 
N  C 
   B 
 zM M Mž /4
 0
Ž .may all be employed, along with HC , to refine the above estimate to
u 
 u x , t z x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k


 3 d K t	
  x , s, u 
  x , s, uŽ . Ž .HH ½ k 0 
 
 G x , s, u 
G x , s, u dx dsŽ . Ž . 5k
t
  D   K u 
 u x , s w x dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž .HHM M k
0 
t   
m k t k zw dx
  x , s, k  zw  ndS ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .H HH x
 0 
Here, the constant K is chosen to satisfy
  
   K	 max max z x , 2 z x , z x 
 B z x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5M
x
Now we analyze the behavior of the integral terms over  as  0.
It is at this point where Gilding invokes the continuity of solutions on .
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Ž .  Ž .2 2Instead, we utilize the function D x  
 d x  , introduced previ-0
ously, to see that
t
 x , s, u 
  x , s, u dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k
0 
t
  x , s, u 




   x , s, u 
  x , s, u  D ds dsŽ . Ž .HH k
0 
t    x , s, u 
  x , s, u D  ndS ds.Ž . Ž .HH k x
0 
Ž .  Ž . As all solutions of RDC have been defined to have  ,  , u be
2Ž .contained in L  , the integration by parts above is justified. Now, sinceT  Ž . 4D 0 on the set x  d x   , there follows
t
 x , s, u 
  x , s, u dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k
0 
1
2  1 2
22 2       ,  , u   ,  , u t D dxŽ . Ž .L Ž . L Ž . Hk T T

t    x , s,  
  x , s,  D  ndS dsŽ . Ž .HH k x
0 
t1




2 2 2     C  T  ,  , u   ,  , u d ,Ž . Ž .L Ž . L Ž . 	1 k T T 20
and
2 
 C  d .	2 20
 Regarding the term  in comparison to  , we observe that
   w d dx
 w  d dx wd  ndS .Ž . Ž .H H H x
    0 0 0
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
Since w 0 on   and w 0 on , this implies 0
   w d dx
 w  d dx wd  ndS ,Ž . Ž .H H H x
    0 0
 Ž . 4where   x  d x   . Thus, 00
23 d xŽ .  2  1
 d dx
 w d dx wd  ndS ,Ž .H H H x     0 0
and
223  3 d xŽ . 0 2     1
 d dxH2ž / 4  2

         d   d .	 	 0 0
 Hence,   C , or, substituting 2 for  in the above work, we have2
   2C
provided   2.0
Renaming constants where necessary, it has thus far been established
that
u 
 u x , t z x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k

t
  D   K u 
 u x , s w x dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž .HHM M k
0 
t   
m k t k zw dx
  x , s, k  zw  ndS dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H HH x
 0 
t1
2 C   C  x , s, k dS dsŽ .HH1 2 x
0 
C t  3
  G x , s, u 
G x , s, u dx ds.Ž . Ž .HH k 0 
In order to analyze the ‘‘convective’’ integral term, fix  0 and define
the sets
S t  x u x , t   , u x , t  2 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1, k  k
S t  x u x , t   , u x , t 	 2 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2, k  k
S t  x u x , t 	  . 4Ž . Ž .3, k 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On S , we have1, k
  
   G x , s, u 
G x , s, u  2 max G ,Ž . Ž .k
   0, 2T
while on S ,2, k
  
   G x , s, u 
G x , s, u GŽ . Ž . 	k   C  .Ž .
 x , s, u 
  x , s, u min  ,  , 2 
  ,  , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k  T
On S , a similar inequality holds, namely,3, k
  
   G x , s, u 
G x , s, u GŽ . Ž .k u max  C  .Ž .
 x , s, u 
  x , s, u  Ž . Ž .    , Mk uT
Ž . Although it is quite possibly the case that C   	 as  0 , our
limiting argument will proceed in such a way so as to sidestep this
potential difficulty.
With the sets S , S , S so defined,1, k 2, k 3, k
t  
 G x , s, u 
G x , s, u dx dsŽ . Ž .HH k
0 
t
    2T  max G  C   x , s, u 
  x , s, u dx dsŽ . Ž . Ž .HH k
   0, 2 0 T 

 is easily derived. Due to the fact that w  C on , we have finally
established the following inequality for  ,  0.
u 
 u x , t z x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k

t
  D   K u 




m k t k zw dx C 1 C  Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1

t
 C 1 C   x , s, k dS dsŽ . Ž .Ž .HH2 x
0 
C t 
   x , s, k dS ds C max G .Ž .HH x    0, 20  T
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Select a sequence  k 0 so that
1 T
 x , s, k dS dx 0Ž .H H xk 0 
as k 0. Then, holding  0 fixed, we let k 0 to obtain
t 
 U
 u x , t z x dx C U
 u x , t dx C max G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HH
   0, 2 0  T
where C is independent of . Note that w 1 as   0. At this point,k




 u x , t z x dx C U
 u x , t dx .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HH
 0 
As z 0 on , we may now employ a Gronwall type argument which
yields
U
 u x , t w x dx 0Ž . Ž . Ž .H

for 0 t T. Since uU on , this proves uU, which establishes the
uniqueness theorem.
5. NONUNIQUENESS FOR THE POWER LAW MODEL
m n n1 N² :In the case of a power law model with  u , G  u , . . . , u ,
f au p, where m, n , . . . , n , p 0, and 	 0, the above theory yields1 N
Ž .the uniqueness of solutions of RDC in all the following instances.
Ž .  41 a 0 or pmin m, n , . . . , n , 1 or p 1.1 N
 2Ž .  4 Ž .2 pmmin m, n , . . . , n , 1  1 with aN .1 N 4L
Ž .  4  43 p n min m, n , . . . , n , 1  1, for some j 1, 2, . . . , Nj 1 N
with a .2 L
We now investigate the necessity of these conditions by first proving
Theorem 1.2.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since the maximal solution of RDC has been
shown to satisfy a subsolution comparison principle, we only need to build
Ž . Ž . a subsolution of RDC ,  such that  , 0   0 and  0. AsŽ .T
Ž .U ,  ; 0, 0 	 , the proof will then be complete. Our construction of such
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a  is handled via two possible cases regarding the ordering of m and
 4min n , . . . , n .1 N
 4If mmin n , . . . , n , then let1 N




pg t  a 1






1iw   w   g h t in Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýt T xii1
w 0 on Ž . T
w 0, 0 w 1 on  0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since p 1 and pm, we have m
 1  1
 p 
1. So g 0  0 and
h is defined in terms of a convergent integral. Furthermore, since m ni
for 1 iN, such a function w exists on  making T 0 smaller ifT
 necessary 2 .
Formally, there follows
m n n p1 N² : 
  
    , . . . ,  
 at
m m n n n n p p1 1 N N² : g 
w gw h

 g w 
   g w , . . . , g w 
 ag wt
nN iw
p p m m n 
mi g 
w
 ag w  g w 
 w 
  g .Ýt  xii1
Now w 1 and p 1 implies w p 	 w, and
g 
w
 ag p w p  ag p w
 w p  0.Ž .
By consideration of the weak formulation for w, this argument can be
Ž . Ž .made rigorous to conclude  is a subsolution of RDC such that  , 0 
  0 and  0 as desired.Ž .T
 4In the remaining case mmin n , . . . , n , there exists some j1 N
1, 2, . . . , N with
 4n min n , . . . , n m.j 1 M
Let R 0 be chosen so that an open ball of radius R, B , is contained inR
. The desired subsolution,  , will be constructed according to
 g t w x on BŽ . Ž . Ž .R T
 x , t Ž . ½ 0 on B ,Ž .R T
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a 1Ž1
p.Ž .  Ž .  Ž . Ž .where, now, g t  1







  ,Ž .1 ž /n 2j
Ž .define w to be a smooth function which satisfies 0 w 1, w
 r  0,
Ž .w




w r  a R
 r 1
Ž . Ž . ž /nj
Ž .for R  r R, w r  1 for 0 r R 2, and1 1
w l 
 rŽ . Ž .
p
  Kw r ,Ž .
r
 4for any l n , . . . , n , m and 0 r R .1 N 1
Direct calculation now verifies
Ž . Ž n j. Ž . pŽ .i 
 w 
 r  aw r ,
ll l
n pjŽ . Ž . Ž .ii 
 w 
 r  aw , andnj
Ž . Ž m. Ž .iii 
 w  r  0
Ž .are all satisfied on R , R . Thus, making K larger, if necessary, we have1
w l 
 rŽ . Ž .
m p
 , 
 w  r  Kw rŽ . Ž . Ž .
r
   for r 0, R . For x  R, this implies
m n n p1 N² : 
   




m m m g 
w
 g w   w 
Ž . Ž .
 x
N xin n p pi i
  g w 

 ag wŽ .Ý  xi1
N
m p n p p pi g 




p p p p m ni g w
 w 
 w g 
 KNg 
 RK g .Ž . Ý2 2 i1
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From w 1 and p 1, we have w w p. Also, for T	 0 sufficiently
small
Na
p m nig 
 KNg 
 RK g 	 0Ý2 i1
  Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž .on 0, T . Hence,  x, t  g t w x is a classical subsolution of RDC
Ž . Ž . Ž m. Ž . Ž .on B . In light of w R  w 
 R  0, it follows that  is a weakR T
Ž . Ž . subsolution of RDC on  . As in the previous case,  , 0   0,Ž .T T
 0, and the theorem is established.
Ž . Ž .In order to examine the necessity of 2 and 3 above, we isolate
Ž . Ž .attention to the one-dimensional N 1 power law version of RDC .
Ž .Even in one dimension, we find that the unique solvability of RDC can
depend dramatically on the ordering of m and n . Subsequently, the1
Ž .2 Ž . Ž .conditions aN 4L and a 2 L in 2 and 3 , respectively, are
not optimal conditions which guarantee the uniqueness of solutions of
Ž .RDC .
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. The one-dimensional model RDC , with power laws
m n p Ž . Ž . u , G  u , f au m, n, p 0, 	 0 , and  
R, R , is
uniquely solable for all choices of initialDirichlet data, u ,  , if any of the0 0
following are satisfied.
Ž .i p n 1, m n, and  0.
Ž . 2 Ž .2ii pm n 1 and a  4 2 R .
Ž . Ž .2iii pm 1, m n, and a 2 R .
Proof. Reconsideration of the uniqueness proof in Section 3, especially
the inequality which results upon subtracting the weak formulations of
Ž . Ž . Ž .RDC and RDC , reveals that RDC is uniquely solvable if there existsk
 a function, z, such that z 0 on 
R, R and
um 
 um z  C z   un 
 un 
z
 B z  C u 
 uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k M k M k
Ž .for all k 0, 1 and C	 0 is independent of k. In the case p n 1,
m n,  0, we have C  0, B  a , andM M
um 
 um  J un 
 un  C u 
 u .Ž .Ž .k k J k
Here, J 0 can be made arbitrarily small, but of course, C is unboundedJ
1 2 as J 0 . Selecting J 0 so that 4 Ja  , and defining  2
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2  x'  Ž .  
 4 Ja , we see that z x  e satisfies
um 
 u z  C z   un 
 un 
z
 B zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k m M k M
m m 2 n n  x u 
 u   u 
 u 
 a eŽ .Ž . Ž .k k
 un 
 un J2 
  a e x  C eR u 
 uŽ . Ž .Ž .k J k
 C u 
 u .Ž .k
Hence, U u follows by previous arguments.
2 Ž .2In the case p nm 1 and a  4 2 R , the weak formu-
Ž .lation of RDC yields
R t R m mU
 u x , t  x dx U 
 u   
  










  0.ž /4 2 R
Hence, U u is immediate.
In the third and final case pm 1 and m n, we now have C  a,M
B  0, andM
un 
 un  J um 
 um  C u 
 u .Ž .Ž .k k J k
Ž . ŽŽ Ž .. .  Let z x  cos 2 R K x for K 0. Then z 0 on 
R, R , and
um 
 u z  az 
  un 
 un z
Ž .Ž . Ž .k m k
2
m m u 
 u 
  a zŽ .k ž /2 R KŽ .
 for 
R x 0. On 0, R ,
um 
 um z  az   un 
 un 
z
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k
2
m m u 
 u 
  a z  J 
z




 u .Ž . Ž .J k
Ž .2Since a 2 R , the constant K 0 may be fixed so that
2
a a
  0.ˆ ž /2 R KŽ .
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Then, in the situation  0, fix J 0 small enough according to
  aˆ
tan R  .ž /2 R K 2 R K  JŽ . Ž .
Due to these choices,
m m n n  u 
 u z  az 




 uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k J k
 on 
R, R , and uniqueness follows. As a must be positive if  0, thisˆ
2Ž .argument may be applied to the case a 2 R only when  0.
Ž . Ž .The sharpness of the inequalities imposed on a in ii , iii to guarantee
uniqueness is addressed in the following result. We again establish the
nonuniqueness of the trivial solution via subsolution comparison with U.
Ž Ž .Recall that U is that maximal solution of RDC as constructed in Sec-
.tion 3.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Let U denote the maximal solution of RDC in one
Ž . m ndimension with  
R, R haing u  0,   0. If  u , G  u ,0 0
pŽ .f au m, n, p 0, 	 0 where
 2  2Ž . Ž .i pm n 1 and a  , or4 2 R
 2Ž . Ž .ii pm 1, m n, and a ,2 R
then U 0.
2 Ž .2Proof. If pm n 1 and a  4 2 R , then define
1m
e x
2f x  Ae cos x ,Ž . ž /2 R
  Ž . Ž . Ž .where A 0 is chosen so that f 1 on 
R, R . For  x, t  g t f x ,
there follows
2 2 
m m m m m 
  
   




 g fŽ . Ž .x x xt ž /4 2 R
2 2 




 gž /½ 54 2 R





 g , g 0  0,Ž .ž /4 2 R
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Ž .i.e., g t  0 for t 0, we have established that  is a subsolution of
Ž .RDC . As   0 for xR and for t 0, this implies  U. Hence,
U 0.
Ž .2In the case pm 1, m n, and a 2 R , we define
1mc x2 'f x  Ae sin  x RŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for 
R  x  0, and f x  f 
x for 0  x  R. Here, A 

1m' sin  R and c 0 is picked small enough to guarantee that if 
 'satisfies   R  and2

2' 'tan  R  R ,Ž .
Rc
then  c24 a. It is a simple matter to check that such an  exists
Ž .2 2 Ž .2 provided a 2 R . Note that  c 4 2 R as c 0 .
Ž .2Hence, the case a 2 R cannot be handled by this method.
Ž . Ž . Ž .As in the previous case, let  x, t  g t f x . Then
 
  m 
   n 
 a mŽ . Ž .x x xt
c2
m m m g 
 t f x  g t 
c f 
  












  fž /4
Ž . Ž .on 
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 Ž 2 .  m Ž . Ž .Thus with g 
 a
 c 4 
  g , g 0  0,  x, t , is a subsolution for
n
mŽ . Ž .all t 0 having  nm g t  c. It follows again that U 0.
Ž . Ž .We have therefore shown that HR and HC represent sufficient
Ž .conditions for the unique solvability of RDC , and, for the power law
model, these fail to be necessary only in instances where p 
 4min m, n , . . . , n , 1  1, a 0. For the one-dimensional, power law1 N
model, in fact, the uniqueness of all solutions is guaranteed if p	
 4 Ž . 2 Ž Ž ..2min m, n, 1 or a 0 with i a  4  2 R in the case pm
Ž . Ž Ž ..2n 1 and ii a  2 R in the case pm 1, m n. The converse
Ž . Ž Ž ..2is also true except for ii , wherein the case a  2 R , pm 1,
Ž Ž ..2m n is yet undecided. For  0, it is known that a  2 R ,
 pm 1 yields a uniquely solvable model 1 . However, our analysis is
inadequate to extend such a uniqueness result to  0 when m n.
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